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Abstrat. The goal of this paper is to extend lassial logi with a gen-

eralized notion of indutive de�nition supporting positive and negative

indution, to investigate the properties of this logi, its relationships to

other logis in the area of non-monotoni reasoning, logi programming

and dedutive databases, and to show its appliation for knowledge rep-

resentation by giving a typology of de�nitional knowledge.

1 Introdution

One of the original ideas underlying the delarative semantis of logi programs

with negation as failure was to interpret a logi program as a de�nition of its

prediates. This view is underlying both the least model semantis of van Emden

and Kowalski [30℄ and Clark's ompletion semantis [6℄. In [9℄, the relationship

between logi programming and existing formalisations of indutive de�nitions

in mathematial logi is investigated more losely. Standard work on positive

or monotone indution was done by Moshovakis [20℄ and Azel [1℄. As shown

in [9℄, the abstrat positive indutive de�nition logi de�ned in [1℄ is formally

isomorphi with the formalism of propositional Horn programs under least model

semantis.

Not all forms of indution in mathematis are monotone indution. One im-

portant appliation of non-monotone indution is found in the ontext of indu-

tive de�nitions in well-founded sets. Perhaps the best-known example of this is

the de�nition of the powers of a non-monotone operator in Tarski's least �xpoint

theory of monotone operators [28℄. As shown in [9℄, indution in well-founded sets

is in general non-monotone. In the ontext of mathematial logi, non-monotone

forms of indution have been studied in the area of Iterated Indutive De�nitions

(IID) [11, 5℄. As argued in [9℄, the idea underlying suh formalisms orresponds

to strati�ation in logi programming. Negative indution appears when the do-

main of the de�ned onept(s) an be strati�ed (possibly in trans�nitely many

of levels) suh that higher level instanes of the onept are de�ned positively

or negatively in terms of lower level instanes of the prediate. The onept an

then be onstruted by iterating the priniple of positive indution for inreasing

levels.



As illustrated in [9℄, enoding even simple indutive de�nitions in systems

of IID requires extremely tedious enoding, whih makes these systems rather

useless for pratial knowledge representation. The main ontribution of [9℄ was

to show that the priniple of well-founded model in logi programming [31℄

is a suitable mathematial priniple that generalises both monotone and non-

monotone indution. The well-founded model is obtained as the least �xpoint

of the 3-valued stable operator [23℄. The latter operator is a general and robust

implementation of the priniple of positive indution; negative indution is dealt

with by iterating this positive indution operator in a least �xpoint omputation.

The study of the role of de�nitions in knowledge representation has already

a long tradition in A.I. As an outome of a series of investigations to the se-

mantis of semanti networks
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, Brahman and Levesque [4℄ observed that an

important omponent of expert knowledge is knowledge of the de�ning proper-

ties of onepts, and that it is ruial to distinguish between de�ning properties

of onepts and assertional knowledge on onepts. Desription logis are based

on this idea, and onsist of a Tbox to represent de�nitional knowledge and an

Abox to represent assertional knowledge. In the ontext of non-monotoni rea-

soning, de�nitions have reeived little attention so far. However, Reiter [27℄ and

Amati et al [2℄ observed that an important method for analysis and omputation

in ommon sense knowledge representation is to ompile non-monotoni theories

into �rst order de�nitions (i.e. Clark ompletions). They argue that the advan-

tages of this ompilation are that it lari�es the meaning of the original theory

and that it yields theories that are better suited for omputational purposes.

Reently [8℄ and [29℄ investigated the use of indutive de�nitions to represent

temporal and ausal knowledge.

Consequently, a study of indutive de�nition ould not only lead to a bet-

ter understanding of the delarative semantis of logi programming but also to

a natural and useful knowledge representation logi and a better understand-

ing of the role and ontribution of logi programming in the area of knowledge

representation. In [9℄, generalised indution is investigated in the ontext of an

abstrat in�nitary propositional de�nition logi extending Azel's positive indu-

tion logi. The goal of this paper is to lift this propositional logi to a prediate

logi and to show the appliation of this logi for knowledge representation and

for the study of the semantis of logi programming and its extensions.

The struture of the paper is as follows. Setion 3 de�nes an extension of

lassial logi with generalised indutive de�nitions, suitable for representing

de�nitions in the ontext of unertainty and inomplete knowledge. Setion 4

investigates a number of formal properties and methodologial guidelines of this

logi. In setion 5, some of appliations of this logi for knowledge representation

are skethed and some typology of de�nitional knowledge is given. Setion 6

disusses the relationship with logi programming and its extensions.

Proofs of theorems are omitted due to lak of spae.
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See [24℄ for a disussion of this topi



2 An Abstrat Logi of Indutive De�nitions

In [9℄, I proposed an extension of Azel's logi for general monotone and non-

monotone indutive de�nitions. The result is isomorphi with the formalism

of in�nitary propositional logi programs (with negation) under well-founded

semantis. An abstrat indutive de�nition (ID) D in this logi de�nes a set

Defined(D) of symbols, alled the set of de�ned symbols, by a set of rules of

the form

p B

where p is a de�ned atom and B a set of positive or negative literals. The other

atoms are alled open atoms; their set is denoted Open(D).

In [9℄ it was argued that Przymusinski's 3-valued extension [22, 23℄ of Gelfond

and Lifshitz' stable model operator [14℄ is a general and robust implementation

of the priniple of positive indution, and that its least �xpoint, the well-founded

model [31℄ naturally extends the ideas of Iterated Indutive De�nitions and gives

the right semantis to generalized indutive de�nitions.

In general, given an ID D and an interpretation I of the open symbols of D,

there is a unique well-founded model extending I . This model will be denoted I

D

.

An interpretation M is a model of D i� M = M

o

D

where M

o

is the restrition

of M to the open symbols. In general, a model of an indutive de�nition is a

partial (3-valued) interpretation. However, for broad lasses of de�nitions, the

well-founded model is known to be total (2-valued).

3 ID-logi: Classial Logi with De�nitions

This setion de�nes a onservative extension of lassial logi with de�nitions.

An ID-logi theory T (based on some logial alphabet �) onsists of a set of

lassial logi sentenes and a set of de�nitions. A de�nition D is a pair of a set

Defined(D) of prediates and a set Rules(D) of rules of the form:

p(t) F

where p 2 Defined(D) and F an arbitrary �rst order formula based on �. Pred-

iates of Defined(D) are alled the de�ned prediates of D; other prediates are

alled open prediates of D. A de�nition de�nes the de�ned prediates in terms

of the open prediates. More preisely, given some state of the open prediates,

the rule set of the de�nition gives an exhaustive enumeration of the ases in

whih the de�ned prediates are true; any de�ned atom not overed by a rule is

de�ned as false.

A de�nition will be formally represented as in the example:

even; odd ::

8

<

:

even(0) 

even(S(x)) odd(x)

odd(S(x))  even(x)

9

=

;

This is one de�nition de�ning two prediates simultaneously.



In ID-logi, de�nitions are onsidered as sentenes. An ID-logi theory based

on � onsists of sentenes and may ontain di�erent de�nitions, even for the

same prediates. An �-interpretation is a model of an ID-logi theory i� it is a

model of all its sentenes. So, it suÆes to de�ne what is a model of a de�nition.

The semantis for propositional de�nitions of setion 2 an be lifted quite

easily to the prediate ase by use of the grounding tehnique: the tehnique

of reduing a prediate de�nition to an in�nitary propositional de�nition

2

. In

the ontext of ID-logi, this grounding of a de�nition is onstruted using the

domain, the funtions and open prediates of some (general non-Herbrand) in-

terpretation I . The intuitive idea is that in the ontext of the interpretation I ,

the prediate de�nition is a shorthand notation for its grounding. The grounding

is obtained in three simple steps: instantiation of the free variables in the rules

with domain elements of I , evaluation of the ompound terms in the head of

these ground instantiations and replaement of the formula F in the body of

eah ground instantiation by any partial model of F , i.e. any set of literals of

de�ned prediates that makes F true.

To de�ne the grounding the following terminology is needed. Given an alpha-

bet � and a �-interpretation I , de�ne the alphabet �

I

by adding the domain

elements of I as onstants to �

3

. I is naturally extended to �

I

by de�ning

I(x) = x for eah domain element x of I . The evaluation of a ground term t of

�

I

(whih may ontain domain elements of I) is de�ned indutively as usual,

and is denoted jtj

I

. Likewise, truth value of a sentene of �

I

is de�ned by the

usual truth reursion.

Given some partial (3-valued) interpretation I and a de�nition D, I

o

denotes

the restrition of I to the onstant, funtor and open prediate symbols of D.

At

I

denotes the set of all atoms p(d) where p is a de�ned prediate of D and d

is a tuple of domain elements of I . A ground instane of a rule p(t[x℄)  F [x℄

with x the tuple of all its free variables, is a rule p(t[d℄)  F [d℄ obtained by

substituting domain elements d for x.

Note that there is a one-to-one orrespondene between partial interpreta-

tions extending I

o

and onsistent sets of At

I

-literals, i.e. sets that do not ontain

a pair of omplementary literals p(d);:p(d). Eah partial interpretation J ex-

tending I

o

de�nes a unique onsistent set S

J

of all literals l of At

I

that are true

in J . Vie versa, eah onsistent set S de�nes a unique partial interpretation J

S

extending I

o

suh that J

S

(l) = t i� l 2 S. Moreover, J

S

J

= J .

De�nition 1. Given an interpretation I, the grounding of a de�nition D w.r.t.

I, denoted I-grounding(D), is the propositional de�nition de�ning all atoms of

2

In [13℄, an alternative way of de�ning the well-founded semantis of prediate rules is

proposed; it is based on a di�erent treatment of positive and negative ourrenes of

prediates in the body of rules. I believe both tehniques are equivalent but haven't

proven this.

3

Note that �

I

may be in�nite, even non-ountable. This is mathematially and philo-

sophially non-problemati beause �

I

is purely used as a semanti devie, namely

to de�ne the grounding.



At

I

and onsisting of all rules

p(jt[d℄j

I

) S

J

suh that p(t[d℄)  F [d℄ is a ground instane of a rule of D and J is a partial

model of F [d℄ extending I

o

.

De�nition 2. A 3-valued interpretation I is a justi�ed interpretation of D i�

S

I

is the 3-valued (well-founded) model of the grounding of D w.r.t. I. I is a

justi�ed interpretation of a theory T i� it is a justi�ed interpretation of all its

de�nitions and a (3-valued) model of the lassial logi sentenes of T .

An interpretation I is a model of a de�nition D, resp. theory T , i� it is a

total (i.e. 2-valued) justi�ed interpretation of D, resp. T .

The above model theory is based on total, general non-Herbrand models. As

a onsequene, ID-logi is an extension of lassial logi. The restrition to total

models is not only neessary to get a extension of lassial logi, but also beause

of methodologial onstraints on the use of de�nitions, as explained in the next

setion.

Example 1. The �rst example shows that di�erent de�nitions are independent

and interat in a monotoni way. Consider the theory onsisting of three de�ni-

tions.

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

father ::

�

father(x; y) parent(x; y) ^male(x)

	

mother ::

�

mother(x; y) parent(x; y) ^ female(x)

	

parent ::

�

parent(x; y) father(x; y)

parent(x; y) mother(x; y)

�

9

>

>

=

>

>

;

Note that in the �rst de�nition, father depends on parent, while in the third,

parent depends on father. However, the semantis of a set of de�nitions is

monotonially omposed of the semantis of its de�nitions. Sine none of these

de�nitions is reursive, eah is equivalent with its ompleted de�nition. Conse-

quently, this triple of de�nitions is equivalent with the FOL theory:

8

<

:

father(x; y)$ parent(x; y) ^male(x)

mother(x; y)$ parent(x; y) ^ female(x)

parent(x; y)$ father(x; y) _mother(x; y)

9

=

;

One an observe that if male(x) $ :female(x) holds, then the de�nition of

parent is redundant.

Compare this theory with the simultaneous de�nition obtained by merging

the three de�nitions in one:

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

father;mother; parent ::

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

father(x; y) parent(x; y) ^male(x)

mother(x; y) parent(x; y) ^ female(x)

parent(x; y) father(x; y)

parent(x; y) mother(x; y)

9

>

>

=

>

>

;

9

>

>

=

>

>

;

This new de�nition is positive reursive. This has the unintended e�et that in

eah model, father, mother and parent are interpreted as the empty relation-

ships.



Example 2. A theory an ontain more de�nitions for the same onept. E.g.

8

<

:

even ::

�

even(0)

even(s(x)) :even(x)

�

even ::

�

even(0) :odd(x)

	

9

=

;

In the ontext of the natural numbers, the �rst de�nition de�nes even as the set

of even numbers. The seond de�nition de�nes even as the omplement of odd.

Though this theory does not ontain a de�nition for odd, it entails that odd and

even are omplements, and hene that odd is the set of odd numbers.

De�nition 3. A de�nition is reursive i� a de�ned prediate appears in the

body of a rule. A de�nition is positive reursive i� all ourrenes of the de�ned

prediates in the body of the rules are positive (i.e. our in the sope of an even

number of negations). A simultaneous de�nition de�nes more than one prediate.

A strati�ed de�nition is one in whih the de�ned prediates an be semi-ordered

4

suh that eah de�ned prediate ourring positively, resp. negatively, in the body

of a rule is less, resp. stritly less, than the prediate in the head.

A de�nition hierarhy is a set D of de�nitions suh that eah prediate is

de�ned in at most one de�nition of D and D an be ordered suh that eah open

prediate appearing in a de�nition is not de�ned in a later de�nition.

Below, I de�ne the onept of a well-founded de�nition. This onept gener-

alizes the priniple of de�nition in a well-founded set.

De�nition 4. A de�nition D is well-founded in some olletion I of total in-

terpretations of the open prediates of D i� for eah I 2 I, there exists a

well-founded order on the atoms of At

I

suh that for eah ground instane

p(t[d℄)  F [d℄, the body F [d℄ has the same truth value in all partial interpreta-

tions that extend I and are idential on all atoms less than p(jt[d℄j

I

).

The following theorem states an interesting property of well-founded de�ni-

tions.

Theorem 1. If D is well-founded in I, then eah justi�ed interpretation M of

D extending an element I of I is total (and hene a model) and oinides with

the least model of the 3-valued ompletion of D [12℄ extending I. M is the unique

model of the Clark ompletion [6℄ of D extending I.

Example 3. Consider the de�nition of even numbers:

even ::

�

even(0) 

even(S(x)) :even(x)

�

In the ontext of the natural numbers, this de�nition is well-founded and the jus-

ti�ed interpretation is total. However, in any interpretation where the suessor

funtion ontains yles, the justi�ed interpretation is partial.

4

A semi-order is a reexive, transitive relation.



4 Properties of De�nitions

4.1 Well-de�ning De�nitions

The aim of an indutive de�nition is to de�ne its de�ned prediates. Therefore, a

natural quality requirement is that those justi�ed interpretations that are total

in the open prediates, should de�ne truth of all de�ned prediates, i.e. they

should be total in all prediates. As shown by Example 3 the property of having

total justi�ed interpretations is ontext dependent.

De�nition 5. A de�nition D is well-de�ning in a olletion I of total interpre-

tations of its open prediates i� eah justi�ed interpretation of D extending an

element of I is total. Otherwise, D is alled an unfounded de�nition in I.

Part of the knowledge representation methodology for representing de�ni-

tions is to show that eah de�nition in the theory is well-de�ning in the olle-

tion of relevant interpretations of its open prediates. For this purpose, pratial

mathematial tehniques must be developed.

Theorem 2. Assume that a theory T an be split up in a sequene of theories

T

1

; ::; T

n

suh that for eah i, the prediates with a de�nition in T

i

do not appear

in T

1

; ::; T

i�1

and for eah model I of T

1

[ :: [ T

i�1

, the de�nitions in T

i

are

well-de�ning in I.

Then eah justi�ed interpretation of T , total for the subset of prediates with-

out de�nition in T , is total.

Some syntati properties that guarantee that a de�nition is well-de�ning in

every ontext are well-known from the logi programming literature:

{ non-reursive de�nitions

{ positive reursive de�nitions

{ strati�ed de�nitions

Other properties guarantee well-de�ning de�nitions in some spei� ontext.

Indutive de�nitions orresponding to ayli [3℄ or loally strati�ed logi pro-

grams [21℄ are well-de�ning in the ontext of Herbrand interpretations. It follows

from theorem 1 that a well-founded de�nition in ontext I is also well-de�ning

in I.

A syntatial riterion that guarantees well-foundedness and hene well-

de�ning-ness is the following.

De�nition 6. De�ne a relativized de�nition w.r.t. some strit order < as a

de�nition of a prediate p(x; y) that onsists of rules:

p(x; t) F [x℄

suh that eah p-atom in F is of the form p(z; t

0

) and appears in the sope of a

subformula of F [x℄ of the form 8z:z < x! G or 9z:z < x ^G.



Relativized de�nitions are well-founded when < represents a well-founded

order.

Theorem 3. A relativized de�nition (w.r.t. to <) is well-founded in eah inter-

pretation that interprets < as a strit well-founded order.

Corollary 1. (of Theorem 1). A relativized de�nition is well-de�ning in eah

interpretation that interprets < as a strit well-founded order.

4.2 Equivalene of De�nitions

In a logi for knowledge representation, there should be a well-understood notion

of equivalene. The following example shows that one annot simply replae

bodies of rules by equivalent bodies (w.r.t. 2-valued semantis).

Example 4. The de�nitions p ::

�

p t

	

and p ::

�

p p _ :p

	

have di�erent

justi�ed interpretations, respetively the interpretations (represented as literal

sets) fpg and fg. Note that their bodies are equivalent w.r.t. 2-valued semantis

but not w.r.t. 3-valued semantis.

Some important ases of equivalene preserving rules are skethed below:

{ A rule p(t[x℄) F an be replaed by p(y) 9x:y = t[x℄ ^ F .

{ In a de�nition, two rules p(t)  F

1

and p(t)  F

2

an be replaed by one

rule p(t)  F

1

_ F

2

. Together with the �rst rule, it follows that a �nite set

of rules de�ning a prediate an always be replaed by one rule. This rule is

similar to the Clark ompleted de�nition of a prediate.

{ The substitution of a sub-formula F [x℄ in the body of a rule of a formula by

a formula G[x℄ is equivalene preserving if F [x℄ and G[x℄ are equivalent in

3-valued logi, i.e. if 8x:F [x℄$ G[x℄ is a tautology in 3-valued logi

5

.

{ De�ne the omposition of two de�nitions Pred

1

::

�

C

1

	

and Pred

2

::

�

C

2

	

as the de�nition Pred

1

[Pred

2

::

�

C

1

[ C

2

	

. In general, substituting a pair

of de�nitions by their omposition is not equivalene preserving. [32℄ presents

an extensive study of when merging de�nitions is equivalene preserving in

the ontext of open logi programming, a sub-formalism of the logi de�ned

here. One important example is that a de�nition hierarhy (De�nition 3) is

equivalent with its omposition. Note that the omposition of a de�nition

hierarhy of positive reursive de�nitions is a strati�ed de�nition.

4.3 Monotoniity or Non-monotoniity?

To be able to represent ommon sense knowledge, elaboration tolerant logis are

needed; elaboration tolerant logis are neessarily non-monotone [18, 19℄. This is

the foundational argument for the study of non-monotoni logis.

5

Here the strong Kleene truth table for $ must be used.



On the other hand, monotoniity is important as well. A lassial argument

in favour of the logial approah to knowledge representation in A.I. is that logi

allows for a modular representation of knowledge [24℄: independent properties of

the problem domain an be represented by independent modules (i.e. the axioms)

whih an be added together to one theory. Obviously though, omposing a new

theory out of di�erent independent modules should be modular , i.e. should

preserve the semantis of eah module; this property is assured if models of

the omposition are the models of the independent modules. It is obvious that

modular omposition implies that extension of one module with another is a

monotone operation.

Non-monotoniity is a neessary ondition for elaboration tolerane; mono-

toniity is a neessary ondition for modular representation. How an a logi

reonile these seemingly ontraditive requirements? The solution lies in a lean

and well-understood distintion between monotone and non-monotone ompo-

sition and modules. In ID-logi, the distintion is partiularly lear:

{ De�nitions and axioms are monotone modules. Adding a new de�nition or

new axiom to a theory is a monotone operation. This follows trivially from

the de�nition of model.

{ Rules in a de�nition onstitute nonmonotone modules. Extending a de�ni-

tion with one or more new rules is in general a non-monotone operation.

4.4 Other Formalizations

The well-founded semantis de�nes a uniform priniple of indutive de�nition,

and gives the orret semantis to a broad lass of de�nitions.

{ The well-founded semantis of a non-reursive de�nition is the semantis of

the Clark ompletion of this de�nition.

{ The well-founded semantis of a well-founded de�nition in a well-founded

order is the semantis of the ompletion of this indutive de�nition.

{ The well-founded semantis of a positive reursive de�nition is the least

relation (or set of relations) that satis�es the rules. Its semantis an be

expressed via irumsription.

{ The well-founded semantis of a strati�ed de�nition is the semantis of the

omposition of the positive reursive de�nitions that onstitutes it, and an

be expressed via a set of irumsription axioms, one per stratum.

5 Appliations of De�nitions

Below some appliations of ID-logi are given.

Tables.

The simplest way of de�ning a onept is by exhaustive enumeration of its

elements. A table, as in the ontext of databases, an naturally be viewed

as a de�nition by exhaustive enumeration. Tables are ommonly used to



de�ne onepts, not only in databases but also in ommon sense knowledge

representation, e.g. to de�ne some senario.

De�nitional versus assertional knowledge.

As mentioned in the introdution, a major onlusion from the logial anal-

ysis of semanti nets in the seventies is that a knowledge representation

formalism should support the representation of de�nitional knowledge and

assertional knowledge. The following example realls the di�erene and il-

lustrates how to express it in ID-logi.

As an example, take the following de�nition of an elephant:

felephant ::

�

elephant(x) animal(x) ^ grey(x) ^ has trunk(x)

	

g

Suppose we knew that Clyde is an elephant satisfying this de�nition. This

is assertional knowledge and is represented by adding elephant(Clyde) as

a FOL axiom. The extended theory entails that Clyde is a grey animal

with a trunk. Alternatively, suppose that Clyde is an elephant but pink

(due to a skin disease). To represent this, the de�nition must be extended

with the atomi rule elephant(Clyde). This atomi rule represents a new

ase of the de�nition. Additional FOL assertions are needed: animal(Clyde),

pink(Clyde), has trunk(Clyde).

Temporal Reasoning.

In [29℄, it was shown that Reiter's situation alulus [26℄ has an equivalent

formalization by a set of positive reursive de�nitions of the uent prediates

and of the e�ets of ations. Using general indutive de�nitions (with positive

and negative indution), the formalization an be further simpli�ed in ID-

logi. Below, I sketh how to do this.

The de�nition de�nes all uent symbols and all ausal prediates by simul-

taneous indution on the poset of situations. I introdue for eah uent f

three new prediates: initially

f

to represent the initial state of f , and ause

f

and ause

:f

, representing initiating and terminating auses for f . For eah

uent symbol f , the de�nition ontains three ases

6

:

f(x; S

0

) initially

f

(x)

f(x; do(a; s)) ause

f

(a; s; x)

f(x; do(a; s)) f(x; s) ^ :ause

:f

(a; s; x)

Note that in ontrast to Reiter's situation alulus, this rule set does not

ontain a rule of the form:

:f(x; do(a; s)) ause

:f

(a; s; x)

However, it is easy to show that the ompletion of the above 3 rules entails

the formula:

:f(do(a; s)) :ause

f

(a; s; x) ^ ause

:f

(a; s; x)

6

We assume a many-sorted version of ID-logi, with situation, ation and user de�ned

sorts.



whih redues to the ausal rule for :f if the natural requirement is added

that an ation annot ause f and :f in the same situation. This requirement

is formalised by the lause:

 ause

:f

(a; s); ause

f

(a; s)

This illustrates a general methodologial priniple of using indutive def-

initions. In an indutive de�nition, one de�nes a onept by enumerating

the positive ases; given suh an enumeration, the losure mehanism of the

semantis yields the negative ases.

In addition, per initiating e�et of some ation represented by an ation term

A[y℄, there is a ase:

ause

f

(A[y℄; s; x) 	 [y; s; x℄

suh that the only term in 	 of the situation sort is s and it appears purely

in uent symbols. Likewise, for eah terminating e�et there is a ase:

ause

:f

(A[y℄; s; x) 	 [y; s; x℄

Theorem 4. A de�nition onsisting of the above rules is well-founded in

the olletion of all interpretations that satisfy the Unique Names Axioms

(UNA) axioms [25℄ and the seond order indution axiom for the situation

sort

7

.

It follows from theorem 1 that the semantis of this indutive de�nition o-

inides with its Clark ompletion. Note that the ompletion of this de�nition

is very similar to Reiter's state suessor axioms.

The indutive de�nition representation of situation alulus in ID-logi rep-

resents initiating and terminating e�ets in a ase-by-ase way. This results

in a modular, elaboration tolerant representation of the domain in the sense

that one an easily add new ases or drop or re�ne existing ones. This def-

inition an be further extended with de�nitions for de�ned uents, e.g. the

de�nition of the transitive losure of physial onnetions in a omputer

network, in the ontext in whih these physial onnetions may hange:

onneted(1; 2; s) physial onnetion(1; 2; s)

onneted(1; 2; s) onneted(1; 3; s) ^ onneted(3; 2; s)

Also, similarly as in [29℄, rami�ation rules an be added to this theory.

Indutive de�nitions as an approah to Causality.

In [8℄ we argued that indutive de�nitions are a suitable formalization of

ausality. Causality information is an example of onstrutive information.

E�ets and fores propagate in a dynami system through a onstrutive

proess in the following sense:

7

The order of the atoms, needed to establish the well-foundedness of the de�nition is

the order generated by the atoms f(::; do(a; s)) > ause

f

(a; s; ::); ause

:f

(a; s; ::) >

g(::; s), with f , g arbitrary uents.



{ there are no deus ex mahina e�ets. Eah e�et has a ause; it is aused

by a nonempty ombination of ations and other e�ets.

{ The ausation order among e�ets is a well-ordering. I.e. there is no

pair of e�ets eah of whih have aused the other; stronger, there is no

in�nite desending hain of e�ets eah of whih has been aused by the

previous one in the hain.

The onstrution proess of an indutive de�nition formally mimis this

physial proess of the propagation of the auses and e�ets. Based on this

idea, [8℄ proposes a general solution to model rami�ations. One point of [8℄

was that e�ets may easily depend on both presene and absene of other

e�ets. For example, in the ase that one lath of a suitase is open, the e�et

of opening the seond lath produes a derived e�et of opening the suitase,

but only if the �rst lath is not losed simultaneously. As a onsequene, if

uents mutually an inuene eah other, desriptions of rami�ations may

easily ontain positive and negative loops. As shown in [8℄, the well-founded

semantis deals well with these loops.

Indution axioms; Domain Closure Axiom (DCA).

As a onservative extension of lassial logi, ID-logi assumes unertainty

on the domain of disourse (due to the non-Herbrand interpretations). The

Domain Closure Axiom (DCA) expresses that the domain of disourse on-

tains only named objets. In [18℄, MCarthy showed how the DCA an be

represented by a ombination of irumsription on a set of rules and a FOL

assertion. The mapping to ID-logi is straightforward. The set of rules is an

indutive de�nition of a new prediate U ; it onsists of one ase per onstant

C and per funtor f :

U ::

8

<

:

U(C) 

::

U(f(x)) U(x

1

); ::; U(x

n

)

9

=

;

This de�nes U as the set of all named objets. The FOL axiom expresses

that all objets in the domain are named

8

:

8x:U(x)

The DCA is a generalized indution axiom. In the ase of the language of

the natural numbers (0 and S=1), the above formalization of the DCA is

equivalent with Peano's seond order indution axiom. The indution axiom

for situations as needed in Reiter's situation alulus an be expressed in a

similar way.

The semantis of many logis, e.g. logi programming and dedutive databases,

is based on Herbrand interpretations. This introdues the impliit ontolog-

ial onstraint that all terms in the domain of disourse are named. This

8

Note here the distintion between de�ning knowledge and assertional knowledge. If

one would add the FOL assertion as a ase to the indutive de�nition, then U would

be de�ned to be the omplete domain of disourse.



onstraint is absent in lassial logi and in ID-logi but an be expliitly

formalized by the pair of the DCA and the Unique Names Axioms (UNA)

[25℄ or the Clark Equality Theory (CET) [6℄. It is easy to show that eah

model of DCA+UNA is isomorphi with a Herbrand interpretation.

6 Relationship to Logi Programming Extensions.

Logi Programming an be embedded in ID-logi in a straightforward way. Some

of its extensions an be embedded as well. Abdutive logi programming [16℄ (or

open logi programming, as it is alled in [7℄) an be embedded also in ID-logi.

An abdutive logi framework is a triple < A;P; T > of a set A of abduible

prediates, a set P of rules de�ning non-abduible prediates and a set T of FOL

axioms, alled onstraints. Its embedding in ID-logi is trivial: it is the theory

T[fD

P

g whereD

P

is a de�nition with Rules(D) = P and with Defined(D) the

set of non-abduible prediates. In this embedding, the semantis of an abdutive

logi program is given by general non-Herbrand well-founded models.

One important impliation of this is that the omputational tehniques de-

veloped in Abdutive Logi Programming an be used to reason on ID-logi

theories. Experiments with the use of abdutive solvers for solving satis�ability

problems in ID-logi are found in [10℄.

A question is whether extensions of logi programming with two negations

and disjuntion [15℄ have a natural embedding in ID-logi. I believe the answer

is negative. Extensions with two negations �t in the view of Logi programming

as a sub-formalism of autoepistemi logi or default logi. This view is based

on various embeddings of Logi Programming in these non-monotone modal

logis (for an overview, see [17℄). A ommon feature of these embeddings is that

negation as failure literals not p are mapped to modal literals (e.g. :Kp in

autoepistemi logi).

On the other hand, ID-logi has no modal operator and has only one negation

symbol. Moreover, its negation symbol is really objetive negation, similar as

in lassial logi. Indeed, a lose look at the semantis of ID-logi shows that

negative literals are evaluated in the ontext of one interpretation. In ontrast,

the modal operator of autoepistemi logi and default logi are evaluated with

respet to a set of beliefs.

For this reason, in [7℄ I raised the hypothesis that the autoepistemi and

default view on logi programming and the de�nition view are two fundamentally

di�erent delarative interpretations of logi programming. They may lead to

di�erent knowledge representation methodologies and di�erent extensions.

Logi programming extensions were introdued to ope with problems of the

pure logi programming formalism for knowledge representation. However, the

analysis of what these problems are exatly, depends on whih view is taken. In

the default view, the problem of logi programming was that no de�nite negative

information ould be represented; onsequently it was natural to introdue strong

or lassial negation. On the other hand, in the de�nition view, the problem of

pure logi programs is that the semantis assumes that all prediates are de�ned.



Consequently, it is hard to represent inomplete knowledge. The natural idea

here is to introdue open prediates that have no de�nition, as in ID-logi.

Further analysis of the exat relationship between the indutive de�nition

view and the default or autoepistemi view is needed.
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